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Course 110: Answering Atheism 
Lecture Notes 

 SECTION 1: These Minds and Lives Can Be Changed! 
 
Name: ____________________________________    Date: ________________ 
 

 

You don’t have to understand everything to believe in something. 
Though some things are unexplainable, other things are undeniable. 

When you are obsessed with the unexplainable, 
you will be blind to the undeniable. 

 
Lesson:  Our Creator God, Good and Just, Desiring Life for Every Man 

● Jesus showed compassion to everyone He met. 
○ The woman at the well, the adulterer (John  4:4-26) 
○ Zaccheus, the tax collector (Luke 19:1-10) 

● God loves each person and wants what is the absolute best for them. 
○ Ezekiel 18:23 “’Do you think that I like to see __________ people die?’ says the 

Sovereign LORD. Of course not! I want them to turn from their wicked ways 
and ___________.” 

○ Ezekiel 18:32 “For I take no _____________ in the death of anyone, declares 
the Sovereign LORD. ____________ and live!” 

○ There is a strong tie between repenting and living. 
○ Ezekiel 33:11 “As surely as I live, declares the Sovereign LORD, I take no 

pleasure in the death of the wicked, but rather that they _________ from their 
ways and live. Turn! Turn from your evil ways! Why will you _________, 
people of Israel?” 

● God does not want people to die, but because He is a just, good God, He cannot 
withhold judgement. For if He withheld judgement of evil, He would no longer be 
good and just. 

● 2 Peter 3:9 “The Lord is not slow in keeping His promises, as some understand 
slowness. Instead, He is patient with you, not wanting anyone to ____________ , 
but everyone to come to ___________________ .” 

● “Coming to Christ” means a “changing of the heart,” a turning away from evil and 
turning to God. 
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● 1 Timothy 2:4 “God our Savior, who wants all people to be _____________ and to 
come to a knowledge of the truth.” 
 

Lesson:  Satan the Liar, Evil and Deceitful, Seeking Death for Every Man 
● The Devil, on the other hand, is a murderer—the exact opposite of God who gives 

life! 
○ In John 8:44, Jesus said, “He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding 

to the truth, for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native 
language, for he is a _________ and the father of lies.” 

● Satan offers many lies about witnessing, like: 
○ Street witnessing doesn’t work. 
○ Witnessing makes Christianity look bad. 
○ Nobody wants to be bothered by you. 

 
 

 “I like your Christ.  
I do not like your Christians. 

Your Christians are so unlike your Christ.” 
                                          —Mohandas Gandhi 

 
Lesson:  An Effective Witness 

● When we witness, we must be careful not to portray a spirit of condemnation, 
but one of love. 
○ John 3:17-18 “For God did not send his Son into the world to ______________ 

the world, but to save the world through him. Whoever believes in Him is 
__________   condemned, but whoever does not believe stands condemned 
already because they have not believed in the name of God’s one and only 
Son.” 

● God does get angry with the wicked, especially the religious people that are 
misrepresenting Him. But it is not our job to be angry, but to present the loving 
Father. 
 
Even when we speak truth, it must be done in a spirit of ___________. 
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Lesson:  A Loving Witness 
● Do you witness because you care about people, or just to prove someone wrong? 

○ 1 Corinthians 13:1-3 says if we speak to someone without love, we are not 
helping, we are making the problem of unbelief worse. 

○ God’s judgment is real, and we need to know it is serious. But the one to 
whom we speak must _____________ that we are truly speaking out of a 
heart of love. 

○ The most important thing we can do when we are sharing Christ is to make 
sure that the people KNOW and PERCIEVE that we ___________ them. 

 
Lesson:  A Godly Witness  

● As Ray Comfort was street witnessing in this 
interview, he was not able to lead these men 
to Christ, but the men knew he cared about 
them. Ray presented a spirit of “caring” rather 
than a spirit of “____________.”  
○ Ray offers them the free gift of salvation. 
○ They ______________   Ray for talking to 

them, because he did it with respect and 
true love in his heart for their souls. 

○ Ray explained the Gospel to them in a way 
that made sense to them, in a way they could understand.  

○ Ray didn’t judge them; he left that up to _________. 
○ Ray effectively answered their questions about other religions with apologetics 

from Scripture.  
 
Lesson: Overcoming Satan’s Lie – “Don’t Talk Religion with Family” 

● Some say that it is not polite to talk about religion with family because it will ruin 
your relationship with them. 

● This is another lie from Satan. Remember that Satan is a __________ . 
● Michael Luo, Journalist for the New York Times, has a twin brother Chris who 

became a Christian in spite of ______ religious background in their family. Chris 
was the one who influenced Michael to trust Christ. 

● Michael’s Testimony 
○ Basic Christianity by John Stott 
○ The Four Spiritual Laws track 
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○  The Holy Spirit began working on his heart. 
○ By faith, “you step off the curb” to trust Christ and cross the street. 
○ This is more than “head knowledge.” This is a heart experience. 
○ Although there was confrontation, Chris patiently worked through it. Michael 

was thankful that Chris was persistent in showing him love. 
○ It’s a good thing Chris did not swallow Satan’s _______ not to talk to your 

family about Christ. 
 
Lesson:  A Reason to Witness 

● Ask God to give you a burden for the lost. 
○ Get rid of _____________. 
○ Read Scriptures. 
○ Hang around people who have a passion for the Gospel. 
○ Pray to God to change your heart. 
○ Make a list of people and _________ for who are not saved. 
○ Be persistent. 
○ Share evidence. 

● Ask Questions 
○ Ask if they are going to Heaven.  
○ Use the Ten ______________________. 
○ Focus on using the law to help people recognize their need for a savior. 
○ Use apologetics when needed to answer people’s 

questions. 
● Accrue Treasures in Heaven 

○ Daniel 12:3 “Those who are wise will shine like the 
brightness of the heavens, and those who lead many to 
righteousness, like the stars for ever and ever.” 

○ C.S. Lewis said, “Humility is not thinking less of yourself, it 
is thinking of yourself __________.” 

○ Matthew 6:19 – 21 “Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on ____________ , 
where moth and rust destroy and where thieves break in and steal, but lay up 
for yourselves treasures in _____________ , where neither moth nor rust 
destroys and where thieves do not break in and steal.” 

○ Matthew 5:19 “Whoever practices and teaches these commands will be called 
great in the kingdom of heaven.” 
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○ Isaiah 58:10 “If you pour yourself out for the hungry and satisfy the desire of 
the afflicted, then shall your light rise in the darkness and your gloom be as the 
noonday.” 

○ Matthew 16:26 “For what will it profit a man if he gains the whole world and 
forfeits his soul? Or what shall a man give in return for his soul? 

● Be a representative of Christ wherever we are, because wherever we are is our 
________________  field. 

● Mother Teresa said, “Never worry 
about _____________. Help _______   
person at a time, and always start with 
the person nearest you.” 

● Our spirit and our flesh are at war! 
○ Revelation 3:21 “The one who 

conquers…” 
○ Luke 12:23 “Sell your possessions, 

and give to the needy. Provide 
yourselves with moneybags that do 
not grow old, with a treasure in the 
heavens that does not fail, where no thief approaches and no moth destroys.”  
▪ Investments in eternity cannot be taken away. 

○ Joshua 1:9 “Have I not commanded you? Be strong and __________________ . 
Do not be afraid; do not be discouraged, for the LORD your God will be with 
you wherever you go.” 

● Don’t ever give _______! 
 
Lesson: Start with a Firm Foundation 

● 1 Corinthians 3:12-15 “12If anyone builds on this foundation using gold, silver, 
costly stones, wood, hay or straw, 13their work will be shown for what it is, 
because the Day will bring it to light. It will be revealed with ________, and the 
fire will ________  the quality of each person’s work. 14If what has been built 
survives; the builder will receive a reward. 15If it is burned up, the builder will 
suffer loss but yet will be saved—even though only as one escaping through the 
flames.” 

● 1 Corinthians 9:24-27 “Do you not know that in a ________ all the runners run, 
but only one gets the prize? Run in such a way as to get the ________. Everyone 
who competes in the games goes into strict training. They do it to get a crown 
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that will not last, but we do it to get a crown that will last forever. Therefore I do 
not run like someone running aimlessly;” 
○ It’s worth it! It’s worth it! 

● 2 Corinthians 4:16-18 “16Therefore, we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we 
are wasting away, yet inwardly we are being renewed day by day. 17For our 
__________ and momentary troubles are achieving for us an____________ glory 
that far outweighs them all. 18So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what 
is unseen, since what is seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal.”  
○ All our troubles will seem small compared to what we will enjoy in eternal 

glory with God our Father and Creator! 
● James 4:14 “What is your life? You are a mist that appears for a little while and 

then vanishes.” 
● 1 Timothy 6:18-19 “Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to 

be generous and willing to share. In this way they will lay up treasure for 
themselves as a firm ___________________ for the coming age, so that they may 
take hold of the life that is truly life.” 

 
Lesson: Former Atheist Anthony Flew - Discovered a Creator through Integrated 
Complexity 

● One of the world’s most notorious atheists, Anthony Flew, former debater against 
C.S. Lewis, changed his mind about evolution. He came to the conclusion that 
there must be a ________________.  

● Flew said that one of the factors that convinced him of the fatal fault of the 
evolution theory was integrated complexity. 

● Irreducibly complexity is a conceptual test for whether something could have 
evolved on its own or would require a source of intelligence for its creation. It is 
asserted that if a system cannot be reduced to fewer components and still retain 
its functionality, then it could not have evolved by the gradual assemblage of 
components over successive generations. 

● As a highly trained scientist, Flew knew that there were thousands of systems and 
organs that could not function without all of its components, down to the 
simplest molecular machines such as the bacterial flagellum that are composed of 
numerous elements.  
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Read Article #1 – A Review of the book, There Is a God by Anthony Flew 
Take Article #1 Quiz –  

A Review of the book, There Is a God by Anthony Flew 
 
Lesson: Former Atheist Dr. Gary Parker - Changed Forever 

● Dr. Gary Parker, B.A. in Biology/Chemistry; M.S. in Biology/Physiology; Ed.D. in 
Biology/Geology; Honors and Awards in Phi Beta Kappa; American Society of 
Zoologists; National Science Foundation Fellowship 

● Originally an evolutionist, Dr. Parker discovered 
that the Bible did not have ______________, as did his 
own science textbook he authored, which had to be 
revised repeatedly. He realized that God got it right in 
the Bible the _________ time! 

● He learned that scientific evidence is _______ 
contrary to Scripture. 

● He learned that God did love him, and Dr. Parker 
became a Christian. 
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Lesson: Powerful Evidence  
● Many atheists now have to admit that Darwinian Evolution is impossible. 
● In his new book, Atheist Philosopher Thomas Nagel argues “the Materialist Neo-

Dawinian Conception of Nature is almost certainly ________.” 
● The evidence is a powerful part of leading someone to their Creator. 

 

Take Quiz over SECTION 1: These Minds and Lives Can Be Changed!  
 

 
SECTION 2: Overcoming Satan’s Lies with Christ 

Lesson:  Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “It Takes Perfection” 
● Another lie from Satan is to tell you that you are not a ________ enough person 

to tell others about Jesus. 
○ Satan sends people on guilt trips to prevent them from accepting God’s 

forgiveness of sin and moving forward. 
○ No one is perfect because we still live in a sinful world. No one will be perfect 

until we get to Heaven. 
○ Living in a sin-cursed world does not give us a “license to sin” or an excuse for 

our sin. True children of God want to please their Heavenly Father and strive 
for holiness. 

○ Not being perfect doesn’t mean that Christ is not the perfect solution. 
(1 John 1:9) 

 
Lesson:  Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “Atheists Don’t Want to Hear”   

● Conviction of Sin Seeks an Excuse  
○ Former Atheist Jay Budziszewski writes in 

his book, The Revenge of Conscience, 
“Because the presence of God made me 
more and more uncomfortable, I began 
looking for reasons to believe that He didn’t 
exist. It’s a funny thing about us human 
beings: not many of us doubt God’s 
existence and then start sinning. Most of us 
________and then starting doubting God’s 
______________________.” 
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○ We want to justify our sin, and the easiest way that is accomplished is to 
simply say there is no God to whom we must answer for our sin. 

○ This claim is in spite of the overwhelming evidence that there is a God. 
● God’s Grace Trumps All 

○ We need to recognize the _____________of God and accept His love and 
forgiveness of sin. 

○ This is what we need to share with unbelievers—God’s grace. 
● It is Satan’s lie that no unbelieving atheist wants to hear of God’s love and grace.  

○ Even atheist Penn Jillette of Penn & Teller, the long-running show performers 
at The Rio in Los Vegas, gives testimony that if Christians really believe that 
there is a God and a heaven and hell, that they should “proselytize” (tell others 
about God’s grace.) Because if they really believe that someone is going to hell 
forever and do not tell others about the way of escape, they must 
___________   the person they fail to tell. 

 
Lesson:  Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “Condemnation Is the Answer” 

● We must genuinely, sincerely care about the person with whom we share the 
Gospel because people can tell a phony, for which they will have no respect.  

● Many want somebody to truly care about them and their eternal destiny. 
● Sadly, many unbelievers have had a bad experience with a “condemning 

Christian” who fails to communicate God’s love with a sincere concern for their 
soul. 

 
Lesson:  Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “You Aren’t Smart Enough” 

● Satan says, “You aren’t smart enough.” 
● Satan says, “You won’t be able to answer their questions.” 
● Satan says, “You’ll look stupid.” 
● Remember what Jesus said about Satan in John 8:44: “He was a murderer from 

the beginning, not holding to the truth, for there is no truth in him. When he lies, 
he speaks his native language, for he is a _________ and the father of lies.”  

● We will never have all the answers.  
○ If we are trying to wait until we do, we will never witness to anyone about our 

Savior!  
○ When we use this excuse, we are believing Satan’s lie! 
○ This lie is a matter of the heart, not the ________________. 
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● Dr. Dean Kenyon’s statements clearly demonstrate that you can influence even a 
Ph.D.!  He is one of the most renowned 
chemical scientists in the world, having 
written textbooks about biochemical 
evolution (Biochemical Predestination). When 
one of his students respectfully questioned 
his biochemical evolutionary origin theory—a 
challenge which he could not refute—Kenyon 
had to admit that it was impossible for the 
evolutionary theory to happen. 

○ The question was, “How did the first protein come into existence without the 
instructions on how to build that protein?” 

○ Kenyon struggled with this question for five years, finally admitting 
biochemical evolution was ______________________. 

 
Lesson: Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “The Evidence Doesn’t Matter” 

● Dr. Simon Greenleaf, Professor at Harvard University Law School, is another 
example of a Ph.D. being influenced by students. 
○ Dr. Greenleaf was an unbeliever, and he used to put down the 

_________________ in his law classes.   
○ Students challenged Greenleaf to apply the legal principles from his three-

volume set titled, A Treatise on the Law of Evidence, to evaluate evidence for 
the Resurrection of Christ. These students were asking him to put Christ’s 
_____________________ on trial using the legal expertise from his own pen.  

○ After examining the evidence, Greenleaf concluded, “The resurrection is one 
of the best established __________ of ________________.” (from More than a 
Carpenter by Josh and Sean McDowell) 

○ Former atheist Greenleaf was convinced of the existence of God and the 
salvation found in the resurrected Jesus Christ because of the _____-
_________________. 

○ Greenleaf attested the validity of the Resurrection, stating, “It is impossible 
that the _______________ could have persisted in affirming the truths they 
had narrated had not Jesus actually risen from the dead, and had they not 
known this fact as certainly as they knew any other fact.” 

○ Satan’s lie is exposed. Evidence and apologetics do matter! They influence 
someone’s decision to consider Christ’s offer for forgiveness and salvation. 
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● Dr. __________ Martin, ex-evolutionist with a 
doctorate in dentistry, gave lectures on the 
evolution of the tooth. When giving this lecture 
at Baylor University, some students asked him if 
he had investigated creation science. Dr.  Martin 
had never even heard of creation science. 
○ He was challenged to investigate the 

assumptions evolutionists make.  
○ He was also challenged to study some 

animals to see if that animal could have evolved.  
○ Five years later, Dr. Martin’s entire perspective had flipped. 
○ This miraculous change began because the students respectfully asked 

Dr. Martin to examine the evidence. 
○ Again, Satan’s lie is falsified. 
 

Lesson: Legal Evidence for Belief in Christ  
● Thirty-year veteran of the U.S. Supreme Court, Justice Antonin Scalia, reiterated 

that the Resurrection of Jesus Christ must be true because the Apostles were 
willing to be __________ for the truth. 
○ “It is not irrational to accept the 

testimony of eyewitnesses who had 
nothing to gain. The [worldly] wise 
do not believe in the Resurrection of 
the dead. So everything from Easter 
morning to the Ascension had to be 
made up by the groveling 
enthusiasts as part of the plan to 
get themselves martyred.” 

● The evidence DOES matter! 
 
Lesson: Respectfully Challenge Current Beliefs  

● Josh ______________, Ph. D., former atheist and author of more than 100 books 
on Christianity, was drawn to the Gospel due to some students who had 
convictions but also had real LOVE, and they reached out to people OUTSIDE their 
own group. 
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○ He admitted that even though he wanted what 
they had, he didn’t not want them to know that 
he wanted what they had—their Christian love. 

○ McDowell’s fellow students challenged him to 
intellectually examine Christianity. 

○  McDowell accepted the challenge, not to prove 
a point, but because he really wanted to know! 

○ As an antagonistic, obnoxious, agnostic 
university student, he travelled around the world 
to gather evidence to write a book to refute 
Christianity. 

 
Lesson: Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “Perseverance Will Drive Them Away” 

● Josh McDowell said that he was so glad that God didn’t give up on him!  
○ God persevered, and so should we. 
○ 2 Peter 3:9 “The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as some understand 

slowness. Instead he is patient with you, not wanting anyone to ___________, 
but everyone to come to ______________________.” 

● Josh McDowell experienced three key things that turned his heart to Christ: 
○ _L__________ 

▪ From believers who cared for his soul 
▪ From God his creator 

○ _P____________________ 
▪ On the part of the students reaching out to him as an outsider in love 
▪ On his own part in pursuing truth 

○ _E________________ 
▪ One of McDowell’s books is entitled, Evidence that Demands a Verdict sums 

up this truth. 

 
Read Article #2 –  
From Skepticism to Faith in Christ: a Nobel Laureate’s Journey 
 
Take Quiz on Article #2 –  
From Skepticism to Faith in Christ: a Nobel Laureate’s Journey 
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Lesson: Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “Atheists Can’t Be 
Converted”  

● Dr. Francis Collins is world-renowned geneticist 
and head of the Human Genome Project. Sadly, today, 
he continues trying to mix evolution with Christianity. 

● Dr. Collins was raised in a home of unbelievers, 
and though faith was not put down, it just wasn’t a 
part of his family’s environment. 

○ Dr. Collins began as studying to be a 
physicist and fully embraced atheism and humanism. 

○ He changed his plan and began studying 
medicine, and watching people die every day made ideas that had only been 
hypothetical become very real. 

○ He set out to prove that his atheist position was correct. 
● He thought he would discover the rigorous arguments he ________________ 

were there to rule out any possibility of “God” for a thinking person. 
○ He instead discovered the arguments were largely things he had cooked up in 

his own ___________. 
○ The more he studied them, the flimsier they were. 
○ He couldn’t explain why everyone has a sense of right and wrong. 
○ He deduced that if you were looking for evidence of a God that truly cared 

about human beings, not just a God who started the world in motion and them 
left them to themselves, Christianity would be an interesting place to find Him. 

● After struggling for two years with the evidence and trying to decide whether to 
make that leap of faith, he finally felt he could no longer resist, and he became a 
believer. 

● Any point of view demands proof. Usually, the individual is trying to prove there is 
a God or there isn’t a God.  
○ Dr. Collins was trying to prove that _______________ was true. 
○ But God’s love, and evidence, and perseverance broke through with something 

Collins could not deny. 
● Lee Strobel was an atheist. He is the legal editor for the Chicago Tribune and 

author of Case for Faith and Case for Christ. 
○ As a journalist and legal-minded person, he was skeptical of everything. He 

needed proof and evidence. 
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○ When his wife, an agnostic, did some investigating and became a follower of 
Jesus Christ, Strobel thought his marriage was over. 

○ Instead, he saw positive changes in her character and actions toward himself 
and the children. This attracted his attention, and he attended church one day. 

● Using his 
journalism and 
legal skills, 
Strobel began an 
investigation to 
see if there was 
any credibility to 
Christianity, or 
any faith system. 
○ For nearly two years, Strobel researched, until in the fall of 1981, he realized 

that in the torrent of evidence flowing in the direction of the ___________ of 
Christianity, that it would require _________ ___________ to maintain his 
atheism than to become a Christian! 

○ His training in journalism and law compelled him to respond to truth. 
○ He trusted Christ as his forgiver, his leader, his Savior. 

● Over time, his character, his values, and his purpose began to change. 
○ Looking back, Strobel said that nothing from his life as an atheist compares to 

the adventure, the fulfillment, and the joy of following Jesus Christ. 
 
Lesson: The Winning Combination that Defeats Satan’s Lies 

● Evidence and Love 
● This is exactly what Jesus did. 
● Dr. Frank Morrison, a Journalist 

was also trained in examining the 
_________________to report the 
_____________ about stories.  
○ He thought the life of Christ was 

the most beautiful lifestyle, but 
regarding the Resurrection 
thought somebody tacked a 
myth onto the life of Christ.  

○ He decided to write a book to refute the myth of the ____________________. 
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○ While doing research in Palestine, he learned the Resurrection was not a myth 
and became a believer.  

○ His book changed from trying to prove the Resurrection was not true to 
proving it was true! 

 
Lesson:  Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “Witnessing at Work is Illegal” 

● Satan whispers, “If you talk about Jesus at work, you could be fired.” 
● Satan whispers, “Don’t even bring your Bible to work, that’s probably illegal, too.” 
● Remember John 8:44. Satan is a murderer and a liar. 
● The way the Devil wins is by suppressing the truth! 
● In America, we still have the freedoms necessary to proclaim the truth. If we fail 

to exercise these freedoms, we will lose them. 
● Then the persecution is not losing your job, but losing your life. 

 
Lesson:   Overcoming Satan’s Lie - “You’re Just One Person; You Don’t Make a 
Difference”  

● The Domino Effect 
● Every person is precious to God. 
● Learn how to present the Gospel. 
● Start with just one person. 

 
 

Take Quiz over Section 2: Overcoming Satan’s Lies with Christ  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 


